CORE DAILY PLAN – absolute essentials
DAY #
DAILY OBJECTIVE:

DISCUSSION and DEMO

THE HOOK – What question will spark ideas and interests

• ...
• ... 
• ...

Brainstorming IDEAS for inspiration (association questions)
Questions address your topic, theme, or objective for the day

• ...
• ... 
• ... 
• ...
• ...
• ...

DEMONSTRATION: Problem Posing – Doing – showing
Plan Questions to involve students in problem solving process
Engage children’s Critical thinking and problem solving for media and Procedures and techniques

• ...
• ... 
• ...
• ...
• ...
• ...

TRANSITION Q:
Once ready to start, plan a question to address very first creative Decisions. EX: How will you hold your paper?

• ...

Mini CLOSURE Q’s:
Connect to Objective, to emerging ideas, and to challenges and how they were solved based on context of lesson.

• ...
• ...
• ...
• ...

BULLET Questions and Information for EASE of USE

Use Large font so that you can see read easily

You must be able to USE this core plan when teaching

The plan is not a straight jacket – do NOT memorize
USE as a guide so that you can be responsive to students